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Recently， theorists have developed several theoretical results known as the fluctuation theo-
rem (FT)， which has been numerically and experimentally tested.[l] FT estimates the probability 
to observe the negative e凶ropyproduction in small systems subject to large thermal fluc七uation.
We have performed molecular dynamics simulations of collisions of Lennard-Jones clusters 
and investigated the relation between FT and impact phenomena of small clusters. Our model is 
composed of two identical clus七ers，each of which is consisted of 682 "atoms" bounded together 
by the Lennard-Jones potential(Fig. 1). We assume the interaction between the two clusters 
as the repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones potential. Initially， the configuration of “atoms" of 
one cluster h回 aFCC structure. The initial velocities of the “atoms" obey Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution， the variance of which corresponds to initial temperature of the system. Sample 
average is taken over different sets of the initial velocities for “atoms". After equilibrating the 
clusters to an arbitrary temperature， we make the two clusters collide against each other with 
the initial velocities smaller than the thermal velocity of the system. 
From our simulation， we found that the relation between the relative colliding speed v and 
七herestitution coefficient e obeys α-e αV1/5. Here αis a constant larger than unity when the 
initial temperature ranges from T = O.01E to T = O.03E， where εis the scaling unit of energy. 
When αis equal to 1， this relation becomes the quasistatic theory of low-speed impact of elastic 
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Figure 2: Comparison between numerical results 
and fluctuation relation 
Figure 1: Numerical model of clusters 
between deformation and compressive force. We found that the relation can be described by 
three-dimensional Hertztan contact theory. 
We have also investigated the relation between our numerical resul七sand fluctuation relation 
for impact phenomena which is based on FT. In this simulation， atfirst， we obtain the probability 
function of P(W) during a collision， where W is a macroscopic energy 10ss. After equilibrating 
the rebounded clusters， we reverse the rebound velocity to make the clusters collide again and 
measure the probability dis七ributionfunction P(W) of the time reversal trajectory. According 
to the日uctuationrelation， the connection between P(W) and P(W) may be decsribed as 
exp(sW)P(W) = P(W)， (1) 
where s isthe inverse temperature. Figure 2 shows that the connection between P(W) and 
P(W) in our simulation shows a good agreement with eq.(l). [3] 
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